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The Governance Of Close Corporations
In the quarterly data, which go back to 1947, after-tax profits never topped 9% of GDP before 2010. In annual data they did reach 9.1% in 1929. That ill-starred precedent has at times raised concerns ...
Covid Can’t Stop Corporate Profits From Climbing to Record Highs
Fewer and fewer reporters are covering the nation’s state governments. One organization is trying to reverse that trend.
The troubling new void in local journalism — and the nonprofits trying to fill it
This week marks the 80th anniversary of the attack on Pearl Harbor that brought America into World War Two.
Our top photos of 2021
Welcome to "Sunday Morning Futures." I'm Maria Bartiromo. Today: Texas thrives in the face of challenge, the state ...
'Sunday Morning Futures' on companies investing in Texas, future of Build Back Better
Coca-Cola, PepsiCo, AB InBev and 27 other companies spend close to $40 million a year on issues including trade and taxes in an effort to make their voices heard by lawmakers and regulators.
Where the dollars go: Lobbying a big business for large food and beverage CPGs
Panic after weekend reports of SA border closures show the hazard of governments using one media outlet as a community message board.
How to spin a pandemic in Adelaide: first, call in the ’Tiser for a briefing
Union Agriculture Minister Narendra Singh Tomar has said that the Centre would table the bill to repeal its three contentious farm laws “on the very first day” of the Parliament’s winter session ...
The Real Cost of Meeting MSP Demand
In such a remarkable year for commercial, civil and military space, picking winners wasn’t easy. In the end, SpaceNews editors, reporters and trusted advisers agreed on nine individuals, organizations ...
The SpaceNews Awards 2021: Meet the nine winners
The five Syrians pulled from their homes by secret police on the same night last year were not insurgents, spies or suspected of being disloyal to the country's president, Bashar al-Assad. Instead, ...
Syria’s Assad regime has raided, seized dozens of businesses, foreign corporations, family enterprises
The Government of Canada is providing funding to a Kamloops affordable housing project. Ahmed Hussen, Minister of Housing and Diversity and Inclusion and Minister Responsible for the Canada Mortgage ...
Local company gets $200,000 to research the creation of affordable housing in Kamloops
Local attorney Mike Driscoll, Norwich's corporation counsel, recalled becoming a member of Authority the year the city became the owner of the course. “The majority of members were decent golfers, I ...
How did the City of Norwich come to own the Norwich Golf Club?
Exhibit at the Disney museum examines Walt's role in WWII—and 'First Wave' tackles the pandemic's arrival in NYC.
Screen Grabs: Facing the country’s challenges, from Pearl Harbor to COVID’s first wave
The ninth Asian Games in 1982 kickstarted a color TV revolution in India. Till then Indians had to make do with black and white sets from companies like Weston and Nelco. But the then government was ...
Backstory: The day colour TV came into our living rooms
A federal judge has ruled against the state of Alaska in a lawsuit that challenged the authority of the federal subsistence board to regulate hunting on public land within Alaska. On Friday, judge ...
Alaska loses lawsuit that challenged federal government’s ability to regulate hunting
Newmont Corporation (NYSE: NEM, TSX: NGT) (“Newmont” or the “Company”) announced today the pricing of its public offering of $1.0 billion aggregate principal amount of 2.600% sustainability-linked ...
Newmont Announces Pricing of 2.600% Sustainability-Linked Senior Notes Offering
Thousands of jubilant Indian farmers waving green and white flags on Friday marked the anniversary of their movement by celebrating a victory that forced Prime Minister Narendra ...
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Thousands of Indian farmers celebrate 1 year of key protests
CDW Corporation (NASDAQ: CDW), a leading multi-brand technology solutions provider to business, government, education and healthcare customers in the United States, the United Kingdom and Canada, ...
CDW Corporation Announces Pricing of Registered Offering of $2.5 Billion of Senior Notes
Thousands of people marched peacefully through the Dutch city of Utrecht on Saturday to protest the government’s coronavirus lockdown measures. Holding balloons, ...
Anti-lockdown protesters march through Dutch city of Utrecht
Construction Week lists – in no particular order or ranking – the major contracts secured for diverse projects in the sector for the month of November 2021. The Middle East's top construction ...
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